Year 3 – I Have… 2 | Five poets read their poems. Made for National Poetry Day, these videos explore how ‘truth’ might inspire a poet, so here you can watch Karl Nova, Michael Rosen, Rachel Rooney, Victoria Adukwei Bulley and Joseph Coelho reading their poems, and you can also download the full text of the poems, and suggestions for teaching and learning activities related to each one. You’ll find all this here. 3 | Pie Corbett poetry lessons. This poetry pack, based around the classic poem ‘The Eagle’ by Alfred, Lord Tennyson, contains lesson ideas that could be completed over a series of five sessions for Year 3 and Year 4. Pie Corbett fiction: ‘Evacuee’ Mix history and fiction for powerful creative writing in KS2. News. List of books in category “Poetry”. #1. Court Poetry in Late Medieval England and Scotland: Allegories of Authority. Antony J. Hasler. Category: English poetry, Early modern, Political poetry, Scotland, Politics and literature. 1.58 Mb. #2. Metaphor and Imagery in Persian Poetry. edited by Ali Asghar Seyed-Gohrab. Category: Persian poetry, Poetics, Metaphor in literature. 2.60 Mb. Classworks- Literacy Reception Year (Classworks Literacy Teacher’s Resource Books). Julie Orrell. 5.0 out of 5 stars 1. Paperback. 11 offers from £0.01. Classworks Non-Fiction Year 1: Non-fiction Texts Year 1. Julie Orrell. 5.0 out of 5 stars 1. Paperback. £23.99. Classworks - Numeracy Year 1 (Classworks Numeracy Teacher's Resource Books). John Taylor. 3.5 out of 5 stars 2.